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A. T_ ger is a wild animal and live in pL ins and jungles.
1. t_ ger
2. pl_ ins
B. There are a few che _ tahs alive. They h _ pe to save the injured animal
3. che_ tahs 4. h _ pe
C. Water is a type of liq _ id. There is a dr _ p of blood on your shirt.
5. Jiq _ id
6. dr _ p
D. About one tho_ sand pe _ pie live in this village.
7. tho sand
8. pe _ pie

9. I think it's time to talk about our future _ __

a. rocky

10. Gahar lake is famous for its _ _ _water.

b. orbits

11. Planets go around the Sun in different _ __

c. place

12. Some of the planets are

d. plan

like Mars.

e. clear
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13. instead

a. a place full of trees

14. defend

b. the time after now

15. collect

c. things that are true or that really happened

16. future

d. strong and well

17. healthy

e. to protect someone or something from danger

18. jungle

f. in place of something or someone else
g. to go and get someone or something

19. giraffe

pilot

elephant

gazelle

20. forest

nature

plan

lake

21. blood

heart

hurt

body

22. planet

plant

star

Mercury
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23.
is a person who takes care of animals.
a. pilot
b. hunter
c. zookeeper
d. postman
24. People
more
to the nature in the near future.
a. pick - up
b. pay- attention
c. die- out
d. put -out
25. An animal that looks like a horse but has black and white lines all over its body.
a. wolf
b. bear
c. zebra
d. leopard
26. Try to eat
food because it's good for your body.
a. fast
b. healthy
c. big
d. long
27. An elephant is
than a dog.
a. as heavy as
b. heavier than
c. more heavy
d. heavier
28. He doesn't study very hard. He is
in having a good time.
a. interesting
b. more interested
c. more interesting
d. the more interested
29. They will
to Azerbaijan next week.
a. be going to travel
b. travelling
c. travel
d. travels
30. Today it's cloudy and not a good time to play football outdoor. It
this afternoon.
a. will rain
b. is raining
c. rain
d. is going to rain
31. My mother drives
, that's why she has never had an accident.
a. quick
b. slower
c. slowly
d. quickly
32. Don't worry! There are some microbes which help you to fight,_ _ _ __
a. zebras
b. diseases
c. planets
d. wildlife

33. Is he a student from England? _ _ __
34. When do you want to finish your homework? _ _ __
35. I heard that Mr. Rohaniis going to meet Taheri. _ _ __

hunter

beauty

laptop

love

forest

idea

people

teacher
place

plate

school
thing

36. the zoo I going to I my friends I next Monday I visit I are

37. is

I their school I

than

I bigger lour school .

.......................••••••.••.•..................•.•....•....•.•..........•.••..........••............••...••...•••.•

.

38. We saw a wolf (

) on the road.

39. There were some old women(

) in the park.

40.They were talking about different thing( _ _ _ _ ).
41. One of his feet( _ _ _ _ ) was bigger than the other one.
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The Solar System is the Sun and the objects that travel around it. The Sun is a star like the other
stars in the sky but it is much closer to the Earth. The Sun is a big ball of gases made mostly up
of hydrogen and helium.
There are seven other planets that travel around the Sun, too. These planets, in order, are
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Earth is between Venus and Mars.

42. The Sun and the objects that travel around it is called ..............••
a) planets

b) moon

c) the solar system

d) stars

43. The Sun is a planet.

TrueD

false D

44. The Solar System is a big ball of gases.

TrueD

falseD

45- How many planets are there that travel around the Sun?

.....•.....................•.•.......................•••......•....................•........•.................••.....•
46- Which planet is between Jupiter and Uranus?
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A. T_ ger is a wild animal and live in pL ins and jungles.
1. tiger
2. plains
B. There are a few che _ tahs alive. They h _ pe to save the injured animal
3. cheetahs
4. hope
C. Water is a type of liq _ id. There is a dr _ p of blood on your shirt.
5. liquid
6. drop
D. About one tho_sand pe _ pie live in this village.

7. thousand

8. people
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9. I think it's time to talk about our future (d. plan)
10. Gahar lake is famous for its (e. clear) water.
11. Planets go around the Sun in different (b. orbits )
12. Some of the planets are (a. rocky) like Mars.
( 6 _.K.

13. instead
14. defend
15. collect
16. future
17. healthy
18. jungle
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f. in place of something or someone else
e. to protect someone or something from danger
g. to go and get someone or something
b. the time after now
d. strong and well
a. a place full of trees
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19. giraffe
20. forest
21. blood
22. planet

pilot
nature
heart
plant

elephant
plan
hurt
star

gazelle
•••
lake
•••
body
Mercury...
t t.

pilot ••.
plan ...
hurt •••
plant ...
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23.
is a person who takes care of animals.
a. pilot
b. hunter
c. zookeeper
d. postman
24. People
more
to the nature in the near future.
a. pick - up
b. pay- attention c. die- out
d. put -out
25. An animal that looks like a horse but has black and white lines allover its body.
a. wolf
b. bear
c. zebra
d. leopard
26. Try to eat
food because it's good for your body.
a. fast
b. healthy
c. big
d. long
than a dog.
27. An elephant is
a. as heavy as
b. heavier than
c. more heavy
d. heavier
28. He doesn't study very hard. He is
in having a good time.
a. interesting
b. more interested
c. more interesting
d. the more interested
29. They will
to Azerbaijan next week.
a. be going to travel
b. travelling
c. travel
d. travels
30. Today it's cloudy and not a good time to play football outdoor. It _this afternoon.
a. will rain
b. is raining
c. rain
d. is going to rain
31. My mother drives
I that's why she has never had an accident.
a. quick
b. slower
c. slowly
d. quickly
32. Don't worry! There are some microbes which help you to fight'---_ __
a. zebras
b. diseases
c. planets
d. wildlife
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33. Is he a student from England? ... rising •••
34. When do you want to finish your homework? ... falling ...
35. I heard that Mr. Rohani is going to meet Taheri .... falling ...

place

idea

thing

people
teacher

love

school

laptop

hunter

beauty

forest

plate
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34. the zoo / going to / my friends / next Monday / visit / are
~My friends are going to visit the zoo next Monday.

35. is / their school/than / bigger / our school.
~Our school is bigger than their school.

36. We saw a wolf (wolves) on the road.
37. There were some old women(woman ) in the park.
38. They were talking about different thing(things ).
39. One of his feet( foot) was bigger than the other one.
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The solar system is the sun and the objects that travel around it. The sun is a star like the other
stars in the sky but it is much closer to the Earth. The sun is a big ball of gases made mostly up
of hydrogen and helium.
There are seven other planets that travel around the sun, too. These planets, in order, are
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Earth is between Venus and Mars.

40. The sun and the objects that travel around it is called ............... .
a) planets
b) moon
c) the solar system
d) stars
41. The Sun is a planet.

True

42. The solar system is a big ball of gases.

True

43- How many planets are there that travel around the sun?
~There are seven planets that travel around the Sun
44- Which planet is between Jupiter and Uranus?
~Saturn is between Jupiter and Uranus.

False
False

